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ABSTRACT
To overcome challenges of inhomogeneous transmit B1 distribution and high specific energy absorption rate (SAR) in
MRI, we compare slice-selective array-optimized composite pulse and RF shimming designed to both improve B1 uniformity and reduce SAR using an 8-channel transmit head array loaded with a head model at various RF pulse excitation times, and compare results with standard quadrature voltage distribution at 3T (128 MHz) and 7T (300 MHz). The
excitation uniformity was estimated throughout the 3D brain region and SAR was calculated for the whole head. The
optimized composite pulse could produce significantly better homogeneity and significantly better homogeneity when
SAR was not constrained, and both significantly better homogeneity and lower SAR when the pulse duration was allowed to be twice that of the quadrature or RF shimmed pulse. When the total pulse durations were constrained to the
same length, the relative advantages of the optimized composite pulse for producing better homogeneity and lower SAR
simultaneously were diminished. Using the optimization results, the slice-selective composite pulse sequence was implemented on a 3D MRI simulator currently under development, and showed both effective slice selection and improvement in excitation uniformity compared to a conventional quadrature driving method.
Keywords: MRI; Composite Pulse; RF Shimming; SAR; MRI Simulator

1. Introduction
High field (3T and greater) magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) systems are used increasingly in clinical diagnosis
and scientific research because of high Signal-to-Noise
Ratio (SNR) and versatile soft tissue contrast. However,
higher main magnetic field (B0) strengths require a higher
frequency RF magnetic (B1) field resulting in more dramatic perturbations of the B1 field and more power absorbed by the human body or a sample for a given B1
field strength. Regarding the field perturbations, the
wavelength inside the human body will be shorter at the
higher field strengths, and much shorter in tissue than in
free space. For example, in a 7T system (300 MHz), the
wavelength inside the brain, having an average relative
permittivity   r  of about 52 and conductivity (σ) of
about 0.55 S/m, is approximately 13.9 cm, whereas in
free space it is close to 100 cm. Because the human body
has complex geometry consisting of highly inhomogeneous and lossy materials, strong electromagnetic interCopyright © 2013 SciRes.

actions between the RF fields and the human body are
expected. These interactions can lead to non-uniform,
asymmetric, and complex current distributions on the RF
coils as well as the inside of the human body. The distortions of the B1 field and increased absorbed power present significant challenges to the further advancement of
MR.
A number of groups have introduced a variety of
methods using arrays of coils or antennas in transmission,
rather than the conventional single excitation coil, to simultaneously improve excitation homogeneity and reduce specific energy absorption rate (SAR) [1-11]. Some
methods are limited to low flip angles and/or long pulse
durations, some present challenges for slice-selective
implementation, and some (those relying only on RF
shimming) are limited by what can be accomplished
within the bounds of the Maxwell equations for excitation uniformity. In this work, a slice-selective two-pulse
array-optimized composite pulse [12] considering both
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B1 uniformity and SAR with a simple cost function, is
designed and compared with RF shimming and the conventional quadrature driving method. The different excitation methods are compared in terms of both safety and
excitation homogeneity with and without the constraint
that the total duration of the RF pulses be equal. To implement our simulation results, MR images are acquired
using a 3D MRI simulator (implementing the Bloch
equations in 3D with no small-tip approximations) currently under development. Recent experimental comparison of the ability of composite pulses to achieve uniform excitation in comparison to RF shimming alone
(without consideration of SAR) can be found elsewhere
[13].

2. Method
The methods used here can be separated into three main
portions: 1) finite difference time domain (FDTD) calculations using a transmit array and head model; 2) optimization of the transmit array pulsing method; and 3) implementation of the designed pulse sequences on an MRI
system simulator. Each portion, especially the MR simulator, performs several calculations and therefore needs
several subroutines and input files. Subsections devoted
to each portion are given below. Briefly, the electromagnetic field distributions of each coil element (circularlypolarized magnetic field distributions, B1 and B1 , as
well as electric field intensity, E), were calculated with
the FDTD method. Using these calculated values, transmit array pulsing methods (RF shimming and optimized
composite pulse) were developed using an optimization
routine capable of considering the excitation uniformity
and head average SAR simultaneously. The optimized
current amplitude and phase of each channel were then
used in the MR simulator with other input files (including sequence parameters and subject geometry) to calculate the k-space data using the Bloch equations. Finally,
the k-space data from the MRI simulator was converted
to image data using a fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm. Then the reconstructed image was evaluated with
respect to excitation uniformity by comparing it to a
simulated image acquired by the quadrature driving
method.

having 47 different tissue types with a 5 mm resolution
was used for optimization to minimize calculation time
(whereas a 2 mm resolution head model was used for the
MR simulator). The original voxel-based model was acquired from the IT’IS foundation [14], and then transformed into a 3D grid of Yee cell cubes for use with the
FDTD simulation method to calculate the B1 and electric
field (E-field) produced by each element driven individually. Each element was excited with a voltage source
having a magnitude of 1 V and with phase equal to the
azimuthal position of the element in series with a 50 Ω
resistor. All FDTD calculations were performed using
commercially available software (xFDTD; Remcom, Inc.;
State College, PA).
Before optimization, all electro-magnetic fields were
normalized so that average B1  2 T within the brain
volume (corresponding to a 3.0 ms 90o pulse) for quadrature driving, RF shimming, and optimized composite
pulse having 3 ms duration of each component pulse [15],
but with average B1  4 T for the optimized composite
pulse having 1.5 ms duration for each component pulse.

2.2. Optimization of the Transmit Array Pulsing
Method
For the optimized composite pulses, the magnitudes and
phases of each element in both component pulses were
optimized to produce the most homogeneous transverse
magnetization  M t  at the end of the second component pulse and the lowest SAR throughout the pulse.
During optimization, a simple cost function [8,9] was
minimized,

  inhomogeneity  1     SAR, 0    1

(1)

The value for η was varied from 0 to 1 for evaluation
of its effect on both excitation uniformity and head-average SAR. At this point the selection of η is empirically
selected to give both good homogeneity and (in SARconstrained cases) significantly reduced SAR compared
to when η is 1.

2.1. FDTD Calculation Using Transmit Array
and Head Model
An 8 channel transmit array (MR Instruments Inc, Minneapolis, Minnesota), having an inner diameter (ID) of
246 mm, a length (L) of 214 mm, and loaded with a human head was simulated at 128 MHz (3T) and 300 MHz
(7T) (Figure 1). A conventional quadrature driving
method using the same transmit array and head model
was simulated for comparison. A human head model
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

Figure 1. Geometry of 8 channel transmit array (MR Instruments Inc., MN, USA) and head model.
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The transverse magnetization (Mxy) and degree of spin
excitation, ignoring spin-lattice relaxation time (T1) and
spin-spin relaxation time (T2) effects during the RF pulse,
was calculated by the following portion of the Bloch
equation [12].
dM
  M   B1n
(2)
dt
n
where M represents the net spin magnetization vector,
γ is the gyromagnetic ratio (42.58 MHz/T for the 1H),
and B1n is the complex circularly polarized component
of the radiofrequency magnetic (B1) field rotating in the
same directions of precession. For the purposes of the
optimization process (not the MRI simulator), before the
pulse was applied, M was assigned an amplitude of 1
(arbitrary units, oriented in the z-direction) throughout
the brain. Optimization for RF shimming followed a
similar procedure, but with only one component pulse.
For all pulse types and drive configurations, excitation
uniformity using the transverse magnetization (Mxy) was
calculated as

 1  M xy 

2

N

(3)

where N is the total number of voxel in the region of interest.
The SAR was calculated as
SAR 

 2  2  2
Ex 
Ey 
Ez
2
2
2

(4)

where Ex, Ey, and Ez are amplitudes of orthogonal components of the electric field,  is the mass density (kg/m3)
and  is the conductivity (S/m) of the local material.
For rectangular pulses, mean SAR for the RF shimming and quadrature driving considering the pulse excitation time is
SAR 
SARMean 
(5)
TR
where τ is the RF pulse excitation time, SAR is the average SAR within a head model at the certain time, and TR
is the repetition time. Mean SAR for the composite pulse
is
SAR1  1  SAR2  2
SARMean 
(6)
TR
where subscripts 1 and 2 indicate the first and second RF
pulses. The Mt was calculated within a 3D brain region,
whereas the whole head was used for the SAR calculations. Optimization was performed using home-built
code in Matlab (The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA).

2.3. Calculation of the k-Space Data Using an
MR Simulator
After optimization, amplitudes and phases of optimized
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

currents for each channel were used to acquire MR images using a freely available Bloch-equation-based MR
Simulator currently under development [16] with all pertinent information (e.g., T1, T2 and proton density of tissues, head geometry, B1 distribution of each coil element,
and pulse sequences for all RF and gradients).
The transverse magnetization vector was tracked through
time and space using the Bloch equation considering T1,
T2, gradients and B0 inhomogeneity. The equation describing an interaction between tissue spin magnetization
and applied fields during MRI scanning can be written
as:
 M xi  M y j M z  M0 
dM
   M  B  

k
T2
T1
dt



(7)

where M is the spin magnetization vector (having
components of Mx, My and Mz), t is time, T1 , T2  are the
relaxation constants, and M0 is the tissue spin magnetization at equilibrium without any applied fields except the
main magnetic field (B0) determined by the proton density (ρ).
The local magnetic field, B , can be written as [16]:
B  r , t   B1  t   B0 z  B  r  z  G  r , t  z

(8)

where B0 is the main magnetic field, B  r  is the local
field variation caused by the tissue susceptibility and B0
inhomogeneity within the object, G  r , t  is the applied
gradient fields at a certain time, B1  t  is the radio frequency (RF) magnetic field, and r is the spatial coordinate.
In a frame of reference rotating about the z axis at the
Larmour frequency corresponding to B0, a discrete time
solution of the Bloch equation can be expressed, as [17]:
M  r , t  t 
 M  r , t   t  RotZ  G  RotZ  B  Rrelax

(9)

T1 , T2  RotRF  B1e  M  r , t  
where Rot z  G  is a rotation matrix about the z-axis
associated to the applied gradient, Rot z  B  is a rotation matrix about the z-axis associated with the difference between the applied main magnetic field (B0) and
the actual local field strength caused by the susceptibility
of the local tissue, Rrelax T1 , T2  describes the relaxation
effect of T1 and T2, and Rot RF  B1e  represents the rotating effect of the applied effective B1 field.
The excitation uniformity was estimated using a proton density-weighted image (having parameters of TR =
2000 ms, TE = 20 ms) and a gradient echo sequence. T1and T2-weighted images were acquired using the parameters of TR/TE = 100/10 ms and TR/TE = 2000/100
ms, respectively, where TR is repetition time and TE is
the echo time.
JEMAA
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3. Results
Figures 2 and 3 show at 128 MHz and 300 MHz, respectively, the distribution of SAR and Mt for the transmit
array with quadrature drive (first column), RF shimming
(second column) and optimized composite pulse (third

column) throughout the region of interest (ROI), which is
a 3D brain for Mt and the whole head for SAR.
The optimization without considering SAR (when η =
1) is presented in Figure 4 corresponding to 3T (128
MHz) and 7T (300 MHz).

Figure 2. Distribution of SAR and Mt predicted during optimization throughout the selected slices of a head at 128 MHz (3T)
for quadrature driving (first column), and transmit array with RF shimming having η of 0.75 (second column) and optimized
composite having η of 0.2675 (third column). τ is the pulse excitation time.

Figure 3. Numerical calculation results of SAR and Mt throughout the selected slices of a head with η of 0.51 (RF Shimming)
and 0.5 (Optimized Composite) at 300 MHz (7T). Other parameters are the same as in Figure 2.
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.
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Figure 4. Distribution of transverse magnetization (Mt) throughout the selected slice of a head at 128 MHz (3T) and 300 MHz
(7T) when η = 1 (considering only excitation uniformity).

The optimized composite pulse had better performance,
both in excitation uniformity and SAR, compared to a
quadrature drive. When η was increased from 0 to 1, the
excitation uniformity calculated by Equation (2) was
increased, whereas mean and maximum value of SAR
calculated by Equation (5) was increased. A good compromise was seen when η was 0.2675 for 3T (Figure 2
and Table 1) and 0.5 for 7T (Figure 3 and Table 2) for
the optimized composite.
When η was 1.0 for the optimized composite with τ of
1.5 ms, compared to the quadrature driving (Tables 1
and 2), the excitation uniformity was improved about
96% (3T) and 79% (7T) whereas the head average SAR
was increased about 286% (3T) and 211% (7T).
To evaluate the excitation uniformity of the single
slice image acquired by the optimized composite pulse
and conventional quadrature drive, we acquired proton
density images at 7T. The resulting signal intensity distributions on a 2D axial plane using this head model are
shown in Figure 5. Results show that the array-optimized composite pulse has better excitation uniformity
than the quadrature driving method. Figure 6 shows the
designed pulse sequence for the optimized composite
pulse and the acquired proton density weighted images
without (top) and with the slice selection gradient of
normal rectangular (middle) and triangular (bottom) using
the variable-rate selective excitation (VERSE) method to
minimize slew rate limitation and pulse duration.
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

4. Discussion and Conclusions
In this work we compare efficacy of a two-component
array-optimized composite pulse for achieving homogeneous excitation balanced with constraints on head average SAR with comparison to efficacy of RF shimming
alone for a variety of relative total pulse durations.
While other pulses have been shown to be able to consider both SAR and excitation homogeneity, they are
typically not compared to competing pulses with critical
consideration of relative pulse durations.
In this work we have chosen to perform evaluations
with respect to whole-head SAR. The most recent IEC
guidelines [18] clarify the distinction between suggested
SAR limits for volume transmit coils and those for local
transmit coils with no local (10 g) SAR limits given for
volume transmit coils. These most recent guidelines also
state that transmit arrays (or multi-channel transmit coils)
can be treated as either volume transmit coils or local
transmit coils depending on their use. In this case, where
the transmit array surrounds the entire head volume and
is used to excite the entire brain, it is clear that it is used
as a volume transmit coil. For this reason we place first
priority on head-average SAR.
It has previously been shown that a simple 2-pulse array-optimized composite pulse can provide homogeneous
excitation over the entire brain at up to 600 MHz [11],
and perform much better than RF shimming alone in imJEMAA
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Table 1. Excitation uniformity (second column) and Mean SAR (third column) throughout the 3D slices of an entire head at
128 MHz (3T) for transmit array with quadrature driving (second row), RF shimming (third and fourth rows) and the composite pulse before (Quadrature Composite, fifth row) and after (from sixth to ninth row) optimization. τ is the RF pulse excitation time, Opt. is the abbreviation of optimization, and η is a variable for the cost function, η*inhomogeneity + (1 −
η)*SAR.
Inhomogeneity

 1  M 

2

xy

N [10−3]

Head average SAR
[mW/kg]

Quadrature (τ = 3 ms)

14.90

10.23

Unconstrained RF Shimmed (τ = 3 ms, η = 1.0)

12.10

10.33

SAR-constrained RF Shimmed (τ = 3 ms, η = 0.75)

12.12

10.20

Quadrature Composite (Before Opt., τ = 1.5 + 1.5 ms)

1.10

40.90

Unconstrained Long Optimized Composite (τ = 3 + 3 ms, η = 1.0)

0.59

19.76

SAR-constrained Long Optimized Composite (τ = 3+3 ms, η = 0.2675)

14.31

5.01

Unconstrained Short Optimized Composite (τ = 1.5+1.5 ms, η = 1.0)

0.59

39.52

SAR-constrained Short Optimized Composite (τ = 1.5 + 1.5 ms, η = 0.2675)

14.31

10.02

Table 2. Excitation uniformity (second column) and mean SAR (third column) at 300 MHz (7T). Other parameters are the
same as in Table 1.
Inhomogeneity

 1  M xy  N [10−3]

Head average SAR
[mW/kg]

Quadrature Driving (τ = 3 ms)

94.42

78.88

Unconstrained RF Shim (τ = 3 ms, η =1.0)

75.62

63.22

SAR-constrained RF Shim (τ = 3ms, η =0.51)

90.55

42.53

Quadrature Composite (Before Opt., τ = 1.5 + 1.5 ms)

39.79

315.50

Unconstrained Long Optimized Composite (τ = 3 + 3 ms, η = 1.0)

19.44

122.57

SAR-constrained Long Optimized Composite (τ = 3 + 3 ms, η = 0.5)

88.60

21.53

Unconstrained Short Optimized Composite (τ = 1.5 + 1.5 ms, η = 1.0)

19.44

245.14

SAR-constrained Short Optimized Composite (τ = 1.5 + 1.5 ms, η = 0.5)

88.60

43.07

2

Figure 5. Acquired proton density images of quadrature driving (left) and optimized composite (right) in a 3D MRI simulator
at 7T.
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.
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Figure 6. Acquired proton density images at 3T without slice selection (SS) gradient (top), with normal rectangular slice selection gradient (middle) and triangular slice selection gradient (bottom) using VERSE method.

proving homogeneity [11], or in simultaneously improving homogeneity and reducing SAR [12].
Based on the previous research, we showed RF pulse
excitation time (τ) dependent optimization of both image
homogeneity and SAR for RF shimming and composite
pulses at 128 MHz (3T) and 300 MHz (7T) using an
8-channel transmit array and head model. In agreement
with the previous results, when SAR is not a consideration, the optimized composite pulse can produce much
better homogeneity than either the quadrature drive or RF
shimming alone. If SAR is constrained during the optimization process but pulse duration of the optimized
composite pulse is allowed to be longer than that of the
other cases, the optimized composite pulse can again
produce better homogeneity and lower SAR. If the total
pulse duration of the optimized composite pulse is limited to that of the other pulse durations and SAR is a consideration, however, the advantages of the optimized
composite pulse are more limited. In this case, it can still
produce either better homogeneity or lower SAR than the
RF shimmed case when SAR is not constrained, but it
cannot necessarily produce both better homogeneity and
lower SAR simultaneously. While other pulses that can
achieve high homogeneity and slice selection have been
published [2-4,9,10], they have not been compared to
simple RF shimming or other competing pulses in terms
of both homogeneity and SAR when all pulses are constrained to the same total duration. Spoke-type methods
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

[9,10] were developed in parallel to array-optimized
composite pulses [11,12] and share some similarities.
Compared to current implementations of array-optimized
composite pulses, spoke-type methods afford more degrees of freedom with use of transverse (in addition to
slice-selection) gradients, but also rely on low-flip angle
approximations. While there are methods to allow for
fairly high flip angles with spoke-type methods, we believe that the current full-Bloch design for array-optimized composite pulses should afford some greater flexibility (especially if transverse gradients are also incorporated into array-optimized composite pulse design) though
at a cost of greater computational requirements.
Recent experiments show advantages of the array-optimized composite pulse compared to RF shimming alone
for excitation homogeneity, but without constraints on
SAR or pulse duration [13]. In order to illustrate the possibility of implementing the array-optimized composite
pulse for very short pulse durations, here we demonstrated slice selection in the presence of B0 effects with
an optimized composite pulse by implementing it on a 3D
MRI simulator using the same coil geometries at both 3T
and 7T using the VERSE technique [19]. While the
simulator has no limitation in slew rate (so the slice-selective pulse with rectangular gradient waveforms could
be as short as desired) in experimental implementation
triangular gradient waveforms and the VERSE technique
could be used to minimize pulse duration under the limiJEMAA
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tations of gradient slew rate (Figure 6) [19]. As shown
here, the proton density image acquired using the optimized composite pulse has better excitation uniformity
(Figure 5) than the quadrature driving. Thus, pulse duration can be very short, slice selection is possible, and
both SAR and excitation uniformity can be improved
with the array-optimized composite pulse in the head at
3T and 7T.
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